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What is the legal form of your business? | Who owns your company? If the company has more than one 
owner, what percentage of the company does each own? If the company is incorporated, who owns the 
stock and in what amounts? | What trademarks, copyrights or patents does the company hold? | What other 
important legal issues affect the company? (Distribution or licensing agreements? Major lawsuits? 
Regulatory concerns?) 

Confederation of Co-operative Housing 
Details can be found at www.cch.coop. 

UK Co-operatives overall guidance 
It is well worth reading www.uk.coop/resources/simply-legal, which gives a good summary of the 
various types and sub-types of legal forms. 
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Initial thoughts 
MJH From section 3, it seems to me that Brum Coho needs to be incorporated so it can own 
property, to limit individual liability, to ensure democratic forms. 

MJH From section 5 it seems that a Society will be most appropriate. A society can be a 
Co-operative society or a Community Benefit Society. Only difference between them is latter is 
suitable for charitable status, which we might or might not want, and latter can have an asset lock, 
so assets can only go to another asset-locked organisation (Radical Routes scenario). [I imagine 
we could write this into our own rules if we wanted to.] Co-operatives UK has several sets of model 
rules available. Much cheaper and less legal hassle to use one of those. Only one set of model 
rules for a housing co-op. These don’t allow for equity – much more Radical Routes. LILAC had 
theirs specially drawn up, I believe with help from CDS. 

MJH From section 6 it seems that a specifically Cohousing form of a Housing co-operative might 
be the most effective organisational types. 


